010 Capri 50: A celebration of Ford’s iconic coupe

INTRODUCTION

By Steve Saxty

W

riting a follow-up song, screenplay, or, in this
case, a second book, is an interesting challenge. It
needs to be different but it also needs to have a
similar, or greater, appeal to what went before.
Since I wrote The Cars You Always Promised
Yourself I’ve been delighted by its reception. It was awarded Book
of The Month in the two most prestigious classic car magazines and
readers gave it five-star reviews. Apart from being fun to do, I
realized that it had also opened a window of opportunity: that this,
the Capri’s 50th anniversary year, was the time to write a further,
special book that shared all my material and stories that would
otherwise never be seen or told.
There’s a good chance you already have The Cars You Always
Promised Yourself and, if so, then hello again – I’m looking forward to
getting back together. This time we are on a different journey, one
entirely focused around the most vivid years of the Capri’s long life.
You may have bought this book as a set of two along with The
Cars You Always Promised Yourself. If that’s the case, then it’s
entirely fair to ask which should I read first? I think the answer is
easy: the first book, The Cars You Always…, takes you back in time
inside Ford as you travel through five decades. It’s a big book and
you should find it to be fun for a winter month’s-worth of reading.
This second book, focussing entirely on the Capri, is your vivid,
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more celebratory, summer’s read. It may be smaller but it’s not in
any way lesser and shares the same noted editor, publisher and
designer who made the first book such a success.
Here, we look at the Capri’s story in what I think is a unique way. We
will review the three generations of Capri, starting with the design
briefs for each one. They are vividly illustrated by 10 of the most
desirable versions, book-ended by the GBX that started it all and the
cancelled 2003 Capri that was intended belatedly to replace it. Once
more, the illustrations are by Guillaume Couet, who drew both books’
covers and the profiles within the Collector’s Edition of The Cars You
Always… Because the two books talk to each other, you’ll see cross-
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referenced page numbers (e.g. P123) to help you dive a little deeper.
Each of the three Capri sections are accompanied by photos from my
collection and Ford’s secret archives – nearly all have never been seen
before. There are some real treats, including the first Capri on the test
track and the last one travelling down the production line.
When I wrote The Cars You Always… I wanted to make Ford a
little more human and accessible by introducing readers to the
people behind the Capri who’d previously been out of sight. There’s
more of them here, telling us their stories first-hand. Rod Mansfield,
the legendary leader of Ford Special Vehicle Engineering is back, this
time talking about how his team developed the Capri Injection and
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RS2600. Another hero of the Capri story is Harry Calton, who led
Ford’s PR when the company launched the 1969 Capri and then, a
decade later, oversaw its immortalization in The Professionals. Dave
Wood, the man who led the build of the Tickford, tells us what it was
like to assemble the fastest, most expensive Capri for its demanding
and quirky customers – and I should know, for I was one of them.
Readers told me they loved the original Capri brochures. So
we’re going to take a detailed look at them, guided by Derek Price,
who created the look and feel of many of them. They were a muchloved art form back then and are now a wonderfully novel way of
studying the Capri’s evolution.
Just as I did with its sister book, I’ll be stepping back soon into
the role of your (near silent) narrator – I’ll rejoin you at the end to
say goodbye. Once again, I hope you’ll enjoy the Easter egg-like
game of spotting randomly sprinkled ’70s and ’80s song titles; it
seems only right to make this book as much fun today as the Capri
was back then.
Now we need to get going and, since I can still picture it in my
mind, turn that chunky black plastic torchkey one final time. In the
words of S-Express, enjoy this trip, for it is a trip. The Capris you
always promised yourself are ready and waiting. For the first, and
last, time they are gathered here to tell you their 20-year story.
And it starts Right here, Right now.
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